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great day. The five year
old is now six.

Everett Jones has all the small
fry agog with his bubble blowing
machine set up in his store.
The bubble
and blows

Lien Ames Williams
ENE

CORNEIL

RNEY • WILDE

blower just blows

Now here is your opportunity
to help Guinn Jones, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Holman 'Jones of South
13th street.
Guinn has lost his cat. It is a
big cat with some Maltese in
him, and the mixture makes him
a nice looking cat. He is big and
gentle, black and white.
If you see a big cat that is black
and white, be sure to call Guinn
and he will appreciate It a lot.
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AIN

Gainn's cat is not just an old
alley cat, but a dignified sort ef
cat.

at Times Tonight_
JohnLund in
BATTLE AT
APACHE PASS"

rHE

CAPITOL
at Times Tositest—
Dick Powell in
NEVER C
TELL"
with Peggy Dow

rou

This is Cherokee Strip Day, a holiday in Oklahoma. and it is part.
of National Home Week and National Sunday School Week.
This slay a year ago: The department of commerce reported that
American national income rose from
81-billion dollars in 1929 to 239b,lliors 4s 1960. And in Casnpinos.
Brazil. a movie theater collapsed,
killing 28 persons and injuring SOO.
Thls day in history: The Pilgrims
-sailed from Plymouth on the MayMower in 1620 The Russians
burned Moscow so Napnlen is
couldn't get it in 1812 A bomb
explosion killed 30 persons ;n Wall
Street, New York, in HIM
We deal know who sets the
tables down at Oliver Caerry's
place, but they do sa good job.
Oliver km A pattern for almost
any kind of doins you might want
to put on.
Still

got that

baby shoe.

Casillltalen songs are coming out
and this is the first one we have
seen in print.
Campaign gong
I'd rather blow my brains out than
be President.
I really have no relish for the Job,
In the White House I don't want
to be a resident,
I'm just a bunch of corn fresh off
the cob.
Although they picked my narlfrat
the convention.
The prospect really fills me withi
no joy:
The chiselers and the grafters
Are hanging from the rafters And Me/ I'm Mister Truman's
little boy!
•••
aftterd rather blow your Minns out
than be President,
You've said it often, Adis', In
advance . . .
We have the winning Power_
His name is Eisenhower:
So keep your brains_you haven't
got a chance(
—Contributed by Maurice Marks,
Westport Conn.
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Negro Sought In
Hopkinsville Min-cler
HOPKINSVILLE, epSt, HI CUP/
—Christian county officials are
searching for a young negro who
Is accused of murdering a man
and his wife today in the Howells
community. near Hopkinsville
The half:Mvy has been identified
as I.indsey Fox. about 30 years
old He is wanted for questioning
in connection with the shotgun
death of a 65-year old negro.
Jesse Giles. and Giles' wife, Mayme
who was 36
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'fide more advances
ler car in its price
Inures like Powertrake Pedals, gusto allow more foot
drafty floor holes
Fueling for 1A1A14.i
• side.
F C A.
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Weather
Kentucky fair an
not
quite as cool west portiost
tonight, lowest 50 ti 55 east
and 55 to 60 west portion,
Wednesday fair and somewhat warmer, highest in
middle 80's east and near
90 west portion.
aws

LE*

AVE HER
HEAVEN

Best All Round Itcubic* Coinseimity Ne*spapee for 1947

Why Not
Do All
Your Shopping
In Murray

ghest fever teinperature.
144 degrees Fahrenheit,
:h a patient survived. wasp.
in a 56 year old. !Nieman at Memorial Hee
New York.
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Polide found the Giles body
after they broke down the door
of the Fox home. The woman's
body was found at her home. A
14:year old daughter of Mrs. Giles(
by another Marriage. Florence
Marie Clardy. says she witnessed
the shooting of her mother,
Coroner Robert Ramsey says the
shooting apparently took place
after Fox came to the Giles home
and asked the father to help him
start his car. The coroner says
the also men quarrelled and, latsr,
Fn xreturned and shot Mrs. Giles.
Fox is a civilian employee at
the Ft Cambell Army Base.

YOUR PHOORRIBINI HOlial ROWS.
PAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

New Gimmick Downs
More Korean Planes

MURRAY POPULATION — 8,000

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, September 16, 1952

WakeIsland
Is Smashed

Chalk Up The Beginning Of McCarthy Landslide

Vol. XXIII; No. 160

Russia's New Ambassador Has
Cool Reception in Washington

By United Preis
The United Nations is winning
. Korean air war from the draw•?3'0
.
'114* a-4By United Press
WAKE ISLAND, Sept. 16 (UP)--this meeting with Mr. Truman is
•mmick or gadget"—as
es tkasi"'
Russia's new ambassador to the over.
s'ne .3!
. Thomas Finletter Tiny pinpoint of land far out in
14
0
?'•
United'
States
may
feel
the
air
While Zarubin is waiting for h13
ale 4' cs
attached to the Pacific—is reported to have
calls
in Washington is a bit chilly for welcome,' another Soviet diplomat
Americas.
''ed air of- been smashed almost revel by A
"
ik °
September.
typhoon
without
that struck
warnis ready to say goodbye.
ficers say ths
st seals, is
And where he is concerned, it
Jacob Malik, Soviet delegate to
the reason leehina
eord score ing.
is
just
that.
Communications
with
Wake
are
the United Nations, is scheduled
of enemy MIGs ca. toyed this
George
Zarubin
is
not
getting
wholly
by
the
almost
disrupted
to address the security council in
month.
the )big hello. In fact, if he wants New York this afternoon. It may
According to the figures, the storm. But unconfirmed reports
'to
make
his
appointment
official,
island
say
reaching
of
Guam
the
be
his farewell address. Malik will
Sabrejets have shot down 45 MIGs,
he'll have to hustle. Diplomatic call for the admission to the UN
this morning probably destroyed Pan-American Airways has asked
custom requires the newcomer to of the Communist rebel regime in
three and damaged 37 others. The for the evacuation of its personnel
call at the state department to In& China. Malik is schedueld
previous record was 41 enemy on Wake.
make arrangements for mesting to return to Moscow within the
There are no immediate reportg
planes destroyed during the month
the president.
of casualties amoung the 750 innext few days. KIS replacement.
of April.
Zarubin will have to make the deputy foreign minister Valerian
The new record was set today. habitants of the island—most of
first move. And then his chances Zorin, arrived in New York yeeSabrejet pilots knocked four MIGs whom are commercial and military
of seeing the president at an early terday. Zorin is expected te make
personnel.
out of the sky and dsmaged two airline
date depend on how fast the state his debut at the UN today.
Pan-American says one of its
others in fierce dogfights over
department moves. Zaruoin has
planes contacted Andersen Air
Radio Moscow is giving its lisNorth Korea.
just 12 days to arrang his appoint- teners what it says is the lowAny allied losses were not re- Force Base on Guam and said the
ment, because on September 27th down on American life. A new'
airline hotel on Wake 'nes been
vealed.
Mr. Truman leaves on a whistle- series if broadcasts, is entitled,
demolished.
The Air Force is mum about the
stop campaing tour. He won't be "So This Is The American Way
The winds, which blew in on
new gimmick. But Secretary Finback until October 12th And Za- Of, Life." The Kremlin tells the
the island without any advance
letter says it gives the allied pilots
rubin will not be recognized as Russian people that in America,
warning, raged up to 138 miles ass
a definite tactical advantage. Howthe full-fledged ambassador until while convicts get the
hour. Seventeen hours later, acelectric
ever, he says he's not going to tell
_
cording to the reports. they were
chair every Thursday in Sing Sing
the public what the gimmick is
still violent, though they had di—the workers are executed every
until the Reds find out first. And
WORKERS IN HEADQUARTERS of Senator Joseph McCarthy in a Milwaukee, Wis., hotel chalk up first big.
,tninished.
day-24 hours around the clock,
that, he adds, is only a matter of
edge returns of what ran on to a MeCarthy landslide In li . bid for Republican primary rememination. He
seven days a week.,
The Navy weather station on will be opposed by Thomas Fairchild, the Democratic senaterial nom'nee.
(international Soundidsoto)
time.
The picture raido Moscow giveil
The ground force. e.g setting Guam says the typhoon developed
- is of huge labor . prison camp—
some recorde, too. The Eighth very suddenly in the northern part
where workers are killed or beatArmy reports its GI's have killed of the Marshall islands,
en with knotted ropes and forced
All aircraft have been forced
wounded or captured more enemy
to work regardless of their - health.
troops during the past seven to by-pass Wake.
And as for -baseball—well,
months than during any other
the Soviet magazine "Smenaa to
By United Press
seven-month period of the war.
us about it.
The latest announcement from
• •
The total enemy casualties--from
Republicans have scheduled twa Moscow _apparently his taken noSeems baseball is just an old
By Untied Press
mid-March to mid-September—are
engakements
Kenspeaking
in
Russian game that we Americana
-- •
body by surprise.
The doors of the conference
put at 37-hundred and 43. includSenator
Taft
tucky
Robert
for
A.
copied—and
added our own
Clyde Sledd died suddenly at
The announcement s.aal that Rusroom will close behind three labor
ing _23-lisuidre4 Reds killed_
touches to.
titarrtEntith Safth Street iv-their latest bid to capture bor- sia and the Chinese Communists
•
disbutes today.
to Peiping tells TIT own story.
Murray Tteining Seto,/ today at 11.45 am while he was der-state Kentucky in the Novem- have agreed to keep Soviet troops
The Soviet magazine says AmeriUnited Mine workers -boss John
According to a broadcast today, Parent-Teacher Association will eating dinner
can baseball now is a "beastly
His death was at- ber election,
in Southern Manchuria beyond the
Communist troops killed 24-thous- hold its first meeting of the school tributed
Louisville GOP headquarters an- 1952 deadline. This agreement was L. Lewis will hold two meetings. struggle, a bloody fight with mayto a heart attack. He was
ene
with
his
200-man
policy com- hem and murder."
and allied soldiers last month and year in the music room of the
nounced Taft will make two one reached during the series of
62 years of ;tie.
mittee and the other with officials
shot down 167 allied planes.
To show how brutal baseball is,
school Thursday evening at sevenThe deceased was a veteran of speeches on Ssptember 29th—one conferences now underway beof
the
hard
coal
industry.
the magazine published a picture
thirty o'clock.
World War I and was employed/ al London and one at Bowling tween Chinese Communist and SoAt
the
aminn
meeting. _Lewis_will taken from nn American
Mr. and Mrs. Rue Overbey, co- by the Varsity and Capitol The- Green.
publicai:iet officials' in Moscow.
make a final nrngress report ort tion. The picture,
General Dwight Eisenhower wall
chairmen, urge each parent of the atres.
according to its
The Soviet troops will remain negotiations
with
the
soft
coal
Russian caption. shows St. Louis
school childern to be present for
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. visit Henderson.- Owensboro and at the ice-free Manchurian port
industry. The miners' contract with
Cardinal catcher Del Rice being
this first of this meeting to work Aliee Shoemaker Sid& one sm. tasuisville next 'Monday and is ex- of Port Arthur until Japan signs
the
tirdon
ends
at
midnight
Suncarried off the fielb in St. Louis.
for the benefit of the school
Harry Sledd, Murray; three sisters. pected to make a central Kentucky peace treaties with Mamie and Red
day and U a new agreement is fatally
Mrs Joe Irvan. Mrs. Bob Fair visit, probably to Lexington, in China.
wounded.
not
reached
by
then
some
230.000
All of which should be news
and Mrs. Lilburn Rayburn. all of October.
From Tokyo, this response: Japan northern miners will walk
out.
Meanwhile. Democrats are still will "not be willing" to sign any
to Del Rice His friends can't reMurray: two brothers. Will Sledd
The union's dispute with the call when he ever
By United Press
was badly hurt
of Coldwater and Elmo Sledd of lining up speeches for their candi- peace treaty with Russia if it is
hard
coal
industry
appears
In
be
The government has cragged
in a game
Albuquerque. N. M; ape grand- dates.
less favorable than the one reach- on the way to settlement.
Lewis
"regulation le" off its books.
Clyde Watson_state Democratic ed with the United States. And
.
daugater. Little Miss Melissa Ann
says he expects( is new contract
The federal reserve board says
campaign chairman—says Governor a peace treaty with Red
China
The Lynn Grove Parent-Teacher Seleld of Murray.
starting tomorrow federal controls
Adlai Stevenson probably will visit at this time is out of the question. to be drafted "sometime this week."
are
arrangements
funeral
The
will hold its first
Association
Another labor-management meeton real estate credit come to an
the state sometime after October A Japanese foreign office spokesmeeting of the year on Septem- incomplete. hut the remains will
ing will be held in Los Angeles
end This means that the govern4th when he completes hig eastern man said the Moscow agreement
Churchill
FunH
the
Max
be
at
is today, the one between members
ber 18 at 2:30 p.m. in the school
ment takes its hands off Reading
eral Home where friends may call. swing.
no surprise—it was anticipated.
building.
Tom G. Robertson, a former
of the AT of L machinists union
down payment requirements for
The
senatorial
state's
nomitwo
sources
Official
in
London
also and officials of the Lockheed Air- citizen of Callow-ay" County. died
The president. Mrs. Hansford
home builders and commercial con- Doran urges
nees_Republican
Cooper
Sherman
say
the
agreement
to
keep
Russian craft Company. Federal peace- et his home in Patterson. Ark., on
all parents and teachstruction However, it is certain ers to be present. "Let's maks this
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Wilcox and incumbent - Senator Thomas troops in Port Arthur was expect- makers are brincing the two ;troupe September 6. He had a heart atthat most banks will continue to the best year ever," Mrs. Doran of Royal Oak, Michigan, were Underwood—appealed for the farm ed. The British say the Reds are
together in hones of ending a tack in the afternoon of that
demand substantial down pay- said
recent dinner guests of Mr. and vote in Louisville last night when trying to loosen Japan's ties with nine-day old strike.
date and died at 11 pm. on that
ments on their loans.
Mrs. Charlene Warren is the Mrs. Gregg Mille r. of South they appeared on the same tele- the United States and also influThe dispute spread to the Doug- same date.
vision program.
But Chairman Burnet Maybank publicity chairman.
ence Japenese elections that are las Aircraft plant at El Segundo
Eighth street in Murray.
He Was the son of ;he late
of the Senate Banking Committee
coming up.
yesterday when 13.000 ,,employees George E Robertson and Annie
says the /suspension of down payA new note from the western walked out demanding higher pay. Wicker Robertson of Calloway
ment rules will "stimulate the
allies soon will be on its way to
The CTO international electrical County, He leaves his *ifs. Mrs.
construction industry—and make It
Moscow. It will turn down the workers union will hold its meet- Lela Boggess Robertson; seveti
possible for tkose who have little
Soviet proposal for a four-power ing in New York. Union president children—four sons and three
cash on hand to buy, the homes
conference on a German peace James Carey says officials will try daughters; 17 grandchlidren; four
they need so badly" The South
treaty.
to plot a course of action In its brothers—Clyde E of Murray,
Carolina Democrat said the critical
wage battle with the General Elec- Rule of Cotton Plant. Ark., Tony'of
defense buildup period is over.
tric Company. Carey says he will Ft. Sm it h. Ark.. and Carry of
and "regulation X" is no longer
meet with company officials to- California.
By Nat Ryan Hughes
Mr. Robertson ;was a member
needed
morrow in a last attempt at
•
Methodism in Murray is about ....a .
regehing aereement, but a CE of the Baptist Church near his
Under the regulation, the federal
spokesmen says he holds nut little. home. The funeral was preached
to take another progressive step
Housing Administration has requirthe pastor of the church and
By United Press
in its program and on this occashope for a settlement.
ed down payments oafIve_per cent ion the progress consists of the
BARDSTOWN, Ky. Sept. 16 (UP)
burial was in the WOW cemetery
on homes costing less titan seven erection of a 4ew church plant
_ An armed Negro 'accused of
in Woodruff County. Ark,
thousand dollars or less—and up which Is to e constructed rm the,
kidnapping an attractive Brey/n3AIM"
to 40 per cent on homes coining present site plua the properties
villa Tennessee, music teacher
CITY BOYS SHOULD
25 thousand dollars or more. But known is the Williams place end
2A2'2 2
BE IN 4-H CLUBS
last' night ha's been captured at
41
33
starting tomorrow. the FHA says the Lassiter residence immediately
a
SAYS FOUNDER
Barastown niter two 'gun battles
sea..
it will require initial psymera,
with state and local police at Eliza„
to the rear of the present edifice
..esTess
ea
five percent on homiest tinder seven and facing Maple Street This proCOLUMBUS. 9. Sept. 18 11/111—
bethtown and Bardstown.
thousand dollars, and up to 20 per eram has been the dream of pracThe victim, ,Mrs. Kathleen Jea'n' FRANKFORT. Ky.-Sept. 16 (UP) The founder irf 4-H club movement
cent on higher cost-homes.
Zahn, 35, says the RI-lumen slipped are unable to obtain Jobs will ,b.' in the United States—A.
Gra.
tically every Methodist for many .
into the back of per car last night are unable to .otain• jobs will be him—says 4-H clubwork should
The Veterans Administration had years for no real improvement
Pictured
above
are the proposed buildings in the Meth.- asesh.e .draise Into a service statien eligible for unemployment Insur- be expanded 19 include city boyg
required no down payments under has been made since the present
Sind
odist Church building program scheduled to begin in at Brownsville.
ance, payments.
the regulation on homes up to educational plant was built in 1913
He told approximately aso deleShe says she Was forced at gam
-Kentucky ---irtinomic , security
seven thousand dollars. but initial and prior to that none had been September. The construction cost will run approximately
point to drive to Kentucky.
Commissigner •Vego E. Barnes has gates to the 35th Ohio 4-H club
payments ran up to 35 aer cent accomplished since 1903. the date $250,000 with the entire plant being air conditioned.
Police identified the eunman as announced details of the plan - at congress! at Ohio State University
on costlier housing The VA sari that the present sanctuary was
Mark Lee Overman, 33, r_f Forrest Frankfort. Barnes said his depart- that special tax legislation should
now its only requirements are four completed.
have not kept abreast of the ing, a sanctuary, a small chapel
.enacted to make such an exCity, Arkimeas.
ment has worked out an agreement be
Few if any present members of changes since 1895: A. H. PIRO* which are pictured -in
Per cent down en hnuses Priced
the photoThe car was stopped in Eliza- with the United States Department pansion t)ossible
from seven to 84-hundred dollars the church are fully aware of the served three years; T. P Clark graph.
Censers:if-Jinn cola will run bethtown y two patrolmen. Joe of Labor, which providee that the
For all homes costing over 84 hun- real progresses that the congregation served two years; James H. Felts some 5250.000100 and will include a
Tucker add Joe Percivel, on a state will administer the program.
dred the VA will ask a down pay- has made since it came into exis- served three years: Louis D. completely modern church plant
outine 'driver-license .2he. k. Ove- The payments are made available
tence in 1821 when a small clan Hamilton served two years: Sid A with a full
ment of five percent.
basement under the man pulled a gun add started under the new federal veterans rewas organized at a place called Harris served one year: Cleanth Sunday School
and a chapel which !hooting. Several shots were ex - adjustment assistance act. Barnes
Sutherland Camp Ground in the Brooks served two years; M. F. will house
the offices, a small ('hanged as the automobile sped said checks will go to any Korean
northwestern
county
part
of
the
Leake
years;
paid
served
two
la.
auditorium
FAIR WEATHER IN
and
some 'Sunday out of' the city.
veteran who has been discharged
Where services were regularly held Jefferson served one year; W. A. School
class rooms. The plant
Police throughout the area were with anything except a dishonor- QUESTION:
for a number of years. A house Russell served two years; J. 51 will be completely
STORE FOR NATION
air conditioned notified and patrolmen Alfred Ha- able discharge. 7ind who had some
If you had been living one hunof worship was erected in the Pickens served two years: James and constructed
of re-enforced con- den and Dennis Ma:tingly spotted service with the armed forces af- dred
years ago when everything
NF,W YORK Sept. 16 (UP)—The vicinity a few years later annd A. Hassell served two years; la W. crete' -with exterior
walls of brick the car as it pulled into the state ter June 28th. 1950, However, the was done
by hand, what connatian can expect generally fair among the early Circuit Ridets that lareoles served two years; A. J. an &tone 'The educational
build' garage at Bardstown. Overman ap- veteran must have been in the venience would you
have wanted
visited this and other paints in the Meadows served three years; J. W. Ina proper
weather again tenenneew.
will accompdate from parently• mistakingathe garage for armed service' for at least 90 days. most.
However, there will be a few County were the -Reverends Whit- Waters served three years; E A. 800 to 1000
students and the sanc- a service station.
or
else
he
must
have
been
released
ANdaVERS:
Widly scattered afternoon thunder- nell. A. C. Waterfield. and Mor- Earhart and H. W. Humphreys tuary will sent comfortable
Another gun battle 'Than took because of a service-connected disabout
Mrs, Lillie Melton: I think I
showers on the Colorado Plateau gan Williams. Thereafter in about served a pert of the year of 1925; 900. It is hoped pat
construction place, but polies said they, Were ability or injury.
would have wanted a washing
and southivest desert region, the 1879 a congregation was formed in E. A. Tucker served one year: will begin- in gJaitember. 1952.
and Imitable to get a clear shot at Over- Some other provisions are at machine most. Washing by., hand
central
Mississippi
Valley
and the town of Murray on the spit Richard M. Walker served one will proceed 41 rapidly as condi- man because they
wore afraid lof follows: The veteran-to qualify for is hard work.
along the South Texas coastal where Swann's Grocery is now year: J. 0. Ensosa served three tions . and funds
permit. No corn- hitting Mrs. Zahn. She escaped unemployment benefits—must be
Mrs. Cliarks Baker: I think
plain, temperatures over the north- located and met regularly (mai years; C. E. Norman served two rsletnn date has been
fixed but It her captor, ana. was .aken to a hos- jobless. *bleat° work and available would want a
refrigerator most. I
eastern quarter of the country will NM at this place. The present years: 0 A. Mars served feur Is hoped the whole structure
will pital. while Overman made his for work. He mud report regular- just can't feature not
site for the churrh was purchased years; J Mark Jenkins served five
being able
be somewhat warmer.,
be ready for nee by 1965 and that getaway.
ly to the state employment ser- to keep foods any length of time.
from the members of The Chris- years: T. H. Mullins served
Fix the edurational facilities and neW
Sometime later a passerby spot- vice. and must c.onfhrm to all other
Fair weather prevailed through- tian Church on February 14_1903
Mrs.
Frank
Garret:
I would have
years: George W Bell sarved ronz senetiinry will be in operation
n ted him hiding in weed: along eligibility rules tinder the state wanted s washing machine. I 'don't
out the nation as a whole today. and the price paid for the lot was
years: and Paul T. Lyles served yetis. earlier.
IT'S highway JI-E soetn of Bards- unemployment insurance law.
Temperatrues over the northeast- $120000 There may not be a com- 1951.
like to wash by hand.
The isimaent buildine committee Ibsen. Police cent to the scene'1 and
ern section ran about ten degrees plete list of pastors available of
If the veteran meets these tests
Mrs. James Fields-e! I would have
Ttaa eoneregation of approxi- is composed of H. T. Waldrop, several more shots
were e
ng- he will reeeive unemployment • wianted, electric lights
warmer than yesterday Elsewhere, those who have served the Murray mately
1000 members iss new ready chairman. Mrs. A. F. Doran. Mrs ed. but Overman gave up
vine he benefits of 26 dollars a week for
temperatures continued at about Church and such might make In- to brake
Mk. Ora% Guthrie: I would pretheir dream come true G. B Scott, A. W. Simmons, and saw he was sairrounded
He is
26 weeks, or a total of 676-dol- fer a washing machine to most
the same level as those of Monday. teresting reading for many who by
erecting an educational build- 1 Nat Ryan Hughes.
jail at Elizabethtown.
lars, according to Barnes.
other conveniences.

Clyde
• Sledd
ISuccumbs
Murray Training PTA

Candidates Plan
Speeches Over
The State

Moscow To Keep
Troops In Manchuria

bor Disputes
On Card For
Today

ieq

To Have First Meet

RegulatimiX
Is Marked Off

Lynn Grove PTN
To Meet Thursday

Former Local Man
Dies In Arkansas

New Methodist Church Building Will Mark An
EraIn The Long History of Methodism In County

Teacher Kidnapped
By Armed Negro

Korea Veterans
Eligible For
Payments
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Brooklyn
90 S3 629
New York
87 58 608
St. Louis
82 al 571
Philadelphia
78 65 54i
Chicago
72 71 493
Cincinnati ...
64 80 .444
Boston
63 80 441
Pittsburgh
40 107 .272

WILL1A5.S.

411 reserve

the oght 1 iejeei
Aavartuireg, Letters to the”Editor,
iIPPuislic Voice items ni.acti in our opinion are not for the best interest
• eur readers
TILL liS3IIIVCALY MESS iSSOCIATION
laTIONAL REfRIffIENTATIVIS: W
'
L1-10E WIT! ER CO.. 1368
talisiroe. MenzpOis, Tenn ; 2e.3 Parit Ave., New Yock;
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Dodgers Roll Closer to National ITIMiE IN
e Pennant With 11-5-Win

anwarissa•Lelleole

Team
New York
Cleveland .
Chicago
Philadelphia
Boston
Washington
St. Loth
Dptroit

wilson

W L
86 57
84 60
76 68
76 70
73 70
74 71
5853
49 94

Pct.
601
563
.528
517
510
.510
.404
.343

By United Press
The Eagles of Morehead State
Colhoe stand out as more of a
threat than had been expected to
this year's -Ohio Valley. Cenferen me
Football race, after a 14 to nothing
win over Evrooville's Aces last
Saturid.8,y_ritstu..
The. game wean': ii conterenee
contest. since Evansville has withdrawn frcin the OVC. But the vietore: indicates taint Ellis Johnson's
Eaeles will be a little tougher than
pre-season forecast.; indicated.
Charley Porter, woo sea all
kinds of forward passing records
for Morehead two years ago, started the Eagles toward victory when
he hit on six straight passes during a 90-yard touchdown mateli
late in the first half. The other
score came, in the closet.: minutes
of the game, when Herniae% Frank
Bless rammed it oirer in three
tries after Morehead recovered en
Evareeille fumble on the Aces' 14 1
yard line,

By - United Press
Chicago VAiite Sox hay.,
slimed firmer Indiara universizy
baseball and basketball star San:my Esposito. The .young shortstop,
who hails from Chicigo, played
semi-pro baseball for the Carroll,
lewa team this summer and hit
.450.
England's
vetertkp auto
aiid
speedboat driver John Cobb say,
he'll go after e new speedboat te
COM in a few days over a raeastuo. --ad course in,Scotland. The 52-year
old Cobb says his jet boat "Cru•
wider* already has topped the of

By United Pres*
inning and came home on Fred
final record
o: i73-point-foio
1118BSCRIPTION RAT!. By Casrier
The Brooklyn Dodgers pennant 'Hatfield's single. The smallest
W...tray, per week 15c, per
miles per hour in unofficial Weis
Deepa
veX
ec. in Calloway and adjoining counties.
per year, 53.50; etas' express has rolled4 closer to the truit crowd of the year. 1239 turn- ,
Members of the r'entayiveni -•
Natemal League pennant
ed outt to see lefty
ty Hal New- I
Atheletic Ceinmission and a comBrooklyn
battered
Cincinnati. houser- get the win in relief. It's Game Called:
mission dodo/ will make a flying
Bonnie Garrison called his base11-5. That keep the Dodgers three Newhooser's 199th major
TUIttitiAY.
league
trip today to examine Reavyweight
_ ball game with Salem Sunday.
games ahead of the Naw York .victorY,
Champien Joe Walcott and ChalInstead Almo Heights will meet
Giants who whipped the St. Louis
lenger Rosky Mercian°. The physWashing-ton scored once in the the Salem unit this coming Sunday
Cardinals. 12-1. These were' the
cenn—Dr. Joseph Bartone—w1ff
National League
only National League gernee sche- fifth on Eddie Yost's - single,' an at Almo. Game time is ;till set
amine Walcott at his Atlantic City
Brooklyn 1/. Cincinnati 3
Those who profess to know anything about the outcom duled yesterday.
error and two walks. The Titers at 2:30 with Johnny "Red" Reagan
ej
treining camp. then fly t Gruas.
New York 12, St Louis I
of the national election in November are "talking throug
Brooklyn and the Giants each took the lead in the sixth with on the mound for the Eastern Dih ; have 11 games to play
.Onlei games scheduled)
inger, New York for s look at
their hats." Even the experts know as little about
The Deal- four runs on singles by Jim Deis-- vision co-champions.
it as get!, schedule shows eight
Marciano. Bartone is expected Le
As the rule goes-if Almo should
home ing, Russ Sullivan. Kieenn end
tivey did four years ago.
; garnes and three in Wotan. At Johnny Hopp, and two walks and lose they automatically fall from
pronounce both men fit and read,/
Americas League
We don't believe there has ever been a time when there home, they
Chicago 4, Boston 2
for their title bout at Philadelphei
have two with Pitts- an error. The Senators tied it in the championship runing this year.
ws such a difference of opinion. Some states the deep burgh and three
Detroit 5, Wesh ngtoii 4
one week them toniatit.
each with Meta- the eighth on singles by- Prod -If they win they meet either
,
(Only games scheduled
may vote Republican for the first time and
Officials at Michigan University
. Th•Gia
.
nts Taylor. Jm Busby. Jackie Jensen Princeton, Calvert City er Fresome also
That was the only season opener ,report that all tickets to the Weeirithe North and Middle West that are traditi
have three et-ad games. all , nd Ken Wood and a •.valk to donia. Almo took the title last year
onally Re- in Philadel
fir Kentucky College football eerinee' opening frotb.•11. game at
from other Eastern Division teams
phia. At home the • Y ost.
piblican may vote tor Stevenson and Sparkman.
1,1
teams, but next weekend will see Ann Arbor against Michigaii Stat.,
Giants play two with Chicago andI
by topping Benton and Murray.
IWhen
the
Democr
America
ats
n
tell
us
League
"we
Rookie
never had it so good" three each with Boston and PhilMike Fornieles relieved
d
almost a full schedule.
on Setember 27th have been sold
Championship playoffs • betweea
•
sobie of us consider the statement absurd
F
kShea n th • eighth the two divisions will
Morehead faces a sterner test It's the fourth year in a row that
, but millions adelphia.
New York at Deter it - Miller
follow the
wtio know nothing about government or
ifor
the
loss. - when the Eagles trivet to Marsha;!, the game has been a sellout.
Things were quiet in the Ameriminor playoffs.
(3-5) vs. Houtternan (8-181
I Brooklyn fans may be nervous,
utat Roofevelt and Truman have given politics except ; can League race.
The Montreal Royals arid TorWashington at Cleveland, night— while Eastern's hopeful 14.proons
New -York. whicn
us
tor
twenty
'
but
not
Dodger'
owner Walter Bennie Returns:
ylars believe it is so.
will take en tough opposition at onto Map, Leafs try again tonight
- --- Porterfield %12-13) vs. Garcia
leads by two and one-half games
,
(2010114all
eg.
O'Malle
y says--ive speToledo, and Georgetown figures to to continue their semi-final Inand
It would appear that any administrati
Last week Murray State's Ben- 10).
e Cleveland were
on in power ha? tete. second-plac
Only two Karnes were sche- 'cialize .in doing things the hard nie Purcell left for Owensboro,
Boston at St. Louis. night—Mc- be a little out of its class at Chat- ternational League playoff at Montl advantage in a period of full emplo
.
;way. The easy way doesn't seem,Ky,, where
yment and infla- duled. Chicago beat' Boston.
treal. The Royals.- who won the,
he was supposed to Dermott 09-9) vs. Pillette (10-12). tancioga Friday night.
44, to aprnal
ti rt. but corruption may outweigh such
to us."
advantages. •
Tophieg the home schedule will regular league pennant, lead the
.
I be inducted in the U. S. Army.
in one of them.
Philadelphia at Chicago-2—twiut it must be remembered that if Eisenh
ower and! Rookie Harvey Kuenn's fourta 0 Mailey admits the Dodgers Instead another physical turned night—Byrd (14-13) and Hooper be Kentucky's opener against Vil- best-of-seven series, three games
on do succeed in making corruption the
Number One bit of the day paved the way for deserve criticism and the Giants Bennie down. The report on the 48-15) or Fricano (1-01 vs. Pierre lanova. Strengthened since last to two. Last night's ssheduted
e they will have to get a third of the normal
season by acquisition of former game was rained out. The winner
the Tigers to nose put Washington des.erv,. nothing
(14-110 and Dobson (12-10).
but cr:dit if Thoroughbred cager indicated
Demo- -5-4
tic vote. And this is mighty hard to do.
Army Star Gene Filmska, the plays Rochester for the right to
at Detroit.
!Brooklyn bolws it again this year. asthma and bay fever.
1
Kuenn, who had three einglea
Mainliners are rated ameng the meet the winner of e similar asmusaasi League
I corruption is the Number One issue it still
Instead of a hitch, Bennie nog;
The Dodger president adds--"but
.doesn
't!
earl.er. tripled to open the Tenth I don't thrill(
sociation playoff in the "Little
has basketball in mind. Rumors 1 Pittsburgh at Brooklyn. night-- best in the east.
lii an the 'republicans
we'll - lose again."
will -get all the votee of those who
World Series."
point that he will make rd imara I Dickson (14-201 vs. Lona. 143-kb -nt the "Washington mess" cleaned up.
Western
Kentuck
Nra!f
y's
.
Hilltoppers,
Many
Chicago at New Yorke-ifaCker.
Lightweieht Johnny Gonsalves
to 7.:eryleeel where elr Piens
erayen.son ean do is better job than Eisenhower. believe
expecting a sueessful campaign, and
(13-81 vs. Hersh
le:ay bie ketball as a prefeesional.
man (0-0) or
Middleweight • Joey DeJohn
Pio. the situation is more confused
open
with
an
OVC
tall ageinst
than ever.
have stepped tip a notch each hi
We underneed lie has made .1 Learn (13-8).
• newcem
er
StIrvenson is the worst- eandidate the Democr We think
to
the
league.. Middle their weight divisions as
Cincinnati at Philadelphia--night
good hit cn th.s deaL
ats could
a result
Tennessee, at Bowling Green. The of
hiive selected among all available at the
—Raffensberger (15-131
victories last night. Gonsalves
RubConven
tion
but
Tenness
ee
team
is ueually morn-- scored a surprise
.ens
.
probably it Democrats.feel he is the best.
Adds Tenth:
split
decision
,The fact that
gong of a powerhouse in Rea
At the start of the Murray Hign aeSt. Louis, at Boaton-2. twi-night
over Georgia Arau Jo at Boston,
✓ ers will pia the men they want is
the impAytant thing.
Mizell (1040 and !trey:nee:I (6-31 I class of competition and the ;tante while DeJolin won an impressi
football practice there were ostbf
's all visite for our favorites.
ve.
nine games on card. Since 'that vs. Spahn (14-16) and Johnsoni will have an important bearing 0.1 technical knockout over Bob Mur•
the championship
4
phy in the (lard round-at Syratinne • Murray Coach Ty Holland ,
•_•
That will leave only -Lettanstliee-mese-,-ferw---11
ii
--7has added another to ring up a i
4T1C
-Murray, and Centre to get their
oe toed of 10 games this season for I
1ite Portia Punic _a one mile
-4
Seal/ORR underway. Louleville
N1C11*
,1 the Tigers. retie a 16-9 win iver
ear es tret :iv fillies and mares—hiehSaYS •• ••
•.
September 27th against Wayne. lights today's
S. Russellville 'I,his pon Foe y nignt
program at Belmont
Muriny
opens
its
4eason September Park. J. H. .Clark'r "Quiz
. the Tigers onened oaCeasef
Song,'
AIY.
27th
with
a
conferen
ce foe Ten- which gets in the race with
•
Their next foe will he MorganUnited Press Staff Correspondent
len
•
eeessei: Tech. while Centre holds pound:. is the
,' i field this re.ely at 7.7e-ea:Afield.
overnight choice, to
out until an October 4th date with win. Christiana
)vASHINGTON. Sept. 15.—Some day, maybe. we
a
Stable's "reichantel
As to the number of fens teed.
Maryville
wcen't' be bearing so much about "torch sweatersli
Eve" is rated the top contender.
•
6...:- 1 :ill attend the gameidwebO-ackpi
aby
have 110
bursting. and flimsy•underthings as a fire hazard
••t
there
.
plenty
-' I
it series of tests to eliminate the hazard has been
l
hieuur,raybaunt s on hand to
f
• .......
'4;•. ..
Made ee,,,,opeeee_a•
"could-be" Thor organisation.
by•the National Bureau of Standards.
at
'
....
--a : East High of Nashville is the
i
he testa. sponsored by a Stib-committee of the
so
- 7,aign, •.41 c xtre-added attraction Nov.
Na, ." -1 •'
It.n
ti
a
l
Fire
Protec
tion
Associ
ation.
were conducted to de- .
14
.-•,.•
•il the date set aside for this new
-•
• te ine the best method of determining the iriflamabil-,
feature. This ' advances a... T ti:
itfl of wearing apparel.
) home .ames' to five. All reserved
al seat 'holders and owners of season
all some 3 -odd tests were math'. 5amples of popti- 1,1
=
1
-1
11
passes should enjoy this new ad1ai4 clothing materials were used to find out
how fast a tams Fir• oirii mean, fun,
014 F.t gh ideals for girls, seven dition since their stock in the
flake spreads, the volume and temperature of
a flame, to eighteen years of age of all races aid religions Blue Birds are Tigers this year will rue. This
an the comparative ease of igniting different fabrics
.••••, to ten, Camp Fire Girls or* pert to fifteen and Horizon
.snould be one of those fall bar.
Club gains
ccording to Roger H. Wingate. chairman
that have been floating
members are fifteen to eighteen. for further informat
of
•
the
ion
on
how
H
I
fla mable wearing committee and vice presid
, around lately.
start a him Bird. Camp Fire or Horizon Clah erove,
ent of the
write
Comp
fire
'Predieskan:
Liberty Mutual Fire Insurance Company, a 4tanda
Girls, Inc. 16 East 48 Street, New York 17, ft
rd
Y.
'
method will be proposed to the clothing manufacturertest
1 There is no way to count a tie
s.
3'11 take more than just.tests to cure the evil.
i in with your prdictiona Since
Wingate warns that "in spite of the results of
1 there were two scoreless tics last
these
week in our cane we can find enly
testa, most accident probably still will be caused
by carese ven contests that we had an oclesaness *here flimsy and easily ignitable
clothing is
casion to figure ourselves wits,
wottn and a cigaret quickly can turn it into
a torch?'
hit five right of the ',von.
Irti a test of materials used in torch sweaters, a
Our percentage eves a slim 72 Naspot
ttotiut five inches long and two inches wide was
tional pollee& consider themselves
engulfed
- n flames as only one and three-tenths
a high average if they hit the perseconds.
centage-s in the 90's. Well this
Vingate's job is to prevent fires and prgven
t the loss
eeks score had btater advance
•f life. "No one can stop your clothes
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Yeeterdey's.Results

Confusion Confounded

,I

Today's Games

e

- BY HARMAN W. NICHOLS

ow to Watch Football Games
Explained by Famous Coaches

from
'us.
.irat" le says, "if you don't think about it yourselcatching
f."
People, he adds, should be careful to keep
Of course we can see exictiv
fire from
eriain kinds of materials.
; hy we went topsy turvy over
tee outcome of the Fred ty nitht
lipecifically, net materials, like wedding
gowns and
%cite:in. Bowling Green and 1.,:os
ells: plasticized materials of certain kinds-danci
ng coi,dence upset -- the cradles. The
unies of the type u..-ted in recitals, and,flt
:ffed•up sw,ater
;,,ling Green club fell t • Slur.naterials.
. • ---es and Providence lost its se. 'If fire should come your way..r. Winfca
cond straight to Marion. From now I
te advises.- •
'glib a blanket, or a rug and roll uninto
m we had better do oue owo I
it fast."
;
prospecting around Bowling Green
?he
insurance e:: n. rt. has been_ working agains
•
t
the
and pay no attention to the heir.
taaard Of firtoe-0•_,y.ears___both as a
cifilian and as
y of the B. G. merchants that
.Ivy officer. , .
ie this case knew nothing of what
ingate boast., he's.never had a, fire in his
they were talking about.
Airli house.
.liaftaindy is trained in Preeention. "Maybe
Madisonville is rated a contend ir
e says.' "I can't. even drop- a" dead Match.overtrained."
without the.
for the WKC crown. They ira ;tidi jumping._
aboUt
Watch
the blocks and the actions of the. klek-coverers if you want
eed 'ley a new cur-ifsmem lace.
.
•
_
to appreciate the kick-off. Diagram from "How to Watch Foottial
riwensb'orn Catholic. The- uL"

SAWA

Do you know what to watch]ence. Watch how the kick-covere
rs
for ilthe kick-off in a football counteract the interfer
ence. The
gafin--e'f Do you know where to flight
of thd1iaT1 is the least irnporlook for exciting action ow a pass plant part
of Use action.
-you,kncr.v aT-forma- _Equally sage
ac.vice on hoW to
e Lon from a Sp1it-V-2enjoy the game comes from Bud.
To get enjoyment out of a foot- Wilkinson of Oklahoma, Don
Fauball game, you ritan't know how ra of Missouri, Benny Oosterb
aan
to Play, but .70,u ,ought to know of Michigan'and Forest
Evashevski
What to watch for. That's the of Iowa. Each contribu
tes
a short
consensus of eleven famous ferite informa
tive article on some phase,
ball coaches se7ho have combhreq of offensiv
e strategy.
to write a new 48-page illustrated
Jules Sikes of Kansas and Stu
booklet on the-fine points of being nolcom
b -of- Purdue tell what to
I football sf.sctator.
I6ok for on a pass play. The role
Entitled "flow to Watch Foot- of the flanker is describe
d . by
ball", it is alittiored. by top-flight Bill Glassf 4.d of Nebrask
a. Wesley
mentors of the Big Ten and -Big Feslcr of Minnesota,
c,.plalns puntSeven conferences and carries the ing, while Bob Voices
of Northendorsement of The American 'Western and
Ivy Williamson of
Footbaltc•OatTilei Association.
Wisconsin talk- about defense.
The booklet may be obtained
If you want to be able to "exfree of . charge train Phillips 66 pert"
the games,this fall,"How to
Dealers in this area.
-play Football" will give you the
Rag Eliot, head football coach background you need.
In addition
*in;5Ileaeham, Morganfield, Ky., proudly displays lyis at the University of Illinois ad- to articles by the coaches the book'vises, "Don't keep your eye on the let contains schedul of
es
the leadStow and Sale grand champion, K. F. Marshall ball", if you want to approbate ing
college and professional teams
pirchased for $1,625 bi—ttay•
football
's
most
spectac
ular play,- as well as a key lathe understandSearcY
Silkachanis are consignors to the IVILii-Amr_-"cn. the kick-off. Instead, watch how ing of officials' signals and a sumthe
receivin
g
team
interfer- mary of,penalLes.
forms
Imerthorn gale, Paducah, September 25.
__

0-0 ail the way. Nistiville Halls...
ta•re and Franklin-simpaon
• also the victlma___of se-sr:Seas .liet.
They fought it out at FranklinSinicson.
e—
Direr *cora in the ionfrrence
'A err:
Mor:anfield 33, Fultein 0:
'...ayfield -33,
9; Evansvaie Rear
liandersoie '7; I.
oville Southern 14, Owensburu
Senior ffligh 2.:-

I

M. ybe this
••
improve-

Fril:..y's

Einmesr.....-T

BIG LIFT
to Better Farmizm
•
Better farming, new methods and machine's,
better livestock,
and improved marketing arc helping bring
about a new era of
progress and prosperity in Dixie.
Rural telephones (they tripled in number
since World War 11
in the area served by Southern Bell) are bringi
ng a big lift to farm
work and farm living. During the first eight
months of this year,
more than 92,000 rural telephones.
We'll keep on putting them in as fast
as we can — because we
know how much they mean to prosperity on
the farm and in town
. and to a strong. weil-fed America.
More farm telephones also
mean more valuable telephone service
for everyone.

95 DR1VF IN
Tuesday and Wednesday
.2

"THE,PRIDE OF ST.
LOUIS"

SOUTHERN BILL TELEPHONE

with Dan Dailey, Joan Dr.i
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ted Press
White Sox ha v •
ndiara University
fketball star San.t' young shortstop,
Chicago, played
a for the Carroll,
summer and hit
Wrap
auto
aka
• John Cobb say,
new speedboat •
iys over a raeashe- - •-gland. The 52-year
jet boat "Cmlas topped the ot•
o: i7a-point-fe.n unofficial trial,
the Peensylvani".
ssion and a cornfill melte a flying
mine Heavyweight
Walcott and Choirciano. The phys Bartone.- wit) ex •
his Atlantic Cite
hen fly to Grusiit for a look at
U' is expected ei
men fit and read,
ut at Philadelp.Ma
tonipta.
minium University
ckets to the We:froth:al. game at
ist Michigan State
h have been sold
oar in a row that
en a sellout.
Royals and Tortry aeain tonight
Jr semi-final Inie playoff at Mon Is.• who won the.
iennant, lead tha
les, three games
!light's s.heduled
! out. The winner
for the right ,o
of a similar :isin the "Little
ohnny Gonsalves
it • Joey DeJohn
ii
notch each lo
.sions as a result
night. Gonsalves
it, split decisioa
au lo at Boston,
on an impressive
it over Bob Mur_ round-al Byre-

roe -a one mile
tnd mares hiehgram at Belmont
Ita• "Quiz Sane.'
ie race with 103
ernight choice to
able's "iamb:Intel
top contender,
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RININIMM

Youth Invasion Of College Campuses
Marks Third Revolution In Education
tag_HENIII C
Written Lai..e..14:.y I.: C. Oral
Presl_an4J Tki14A-awspaper._
UNITED STATES has had
three great, bloc,1:e.‘s revolutions
in educaUon, each of which has
produced tremendous social, eco, comic and political changes.
The third revolution is now in
full awing, and scholars, .business
, men, sociologists and politicians
are wondering what profounit effects it will have on the future of
the nation.
The first revolutibn occurred
when Massachusetts in 1852 established a compulsory educational
law, which was protested by many
at the time as an invasion of
American freedom, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness.
The second revolution took place
after World War I. when the nation came to regard a high echool
graduation as something, not for
aasmall and select group, but for
every youth in the nation.
There are now about 28,000 secoildary schools in the United
States. The little red school house,
a familiar sight around the turn
of the century, has now given
away to large and handsome structures superior in educational facilttiea to many of our most famous colleges only a few decades
ago.
Going-to-college. has in recent
years bc•come an American folkway. In the last quarter century
the United States has c,pened more
new college campuses than in all
'its previous years put together.
Never before in the history of any
nation has there been such a widespread feeling that everybodywell, virtually everybody-ought to
go to college.

Tut:
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Fort H'wood
Scene Of
Many Battles

IN HOSPITAL AFTER PILLS KILL KIN
:.3.-..---•-••••••a-a-a

Here

By ALINE MOSBY
United Press Radio in Hollywood
The many real life wars might
be termed a mere "police action,"
so to speak, in comparison with the
almost never-ending conflict that
gees on at one battlefield in this
a:„a
world.
• ••
For more than a quarter of a • aaa
-V
.
century wars have been waged at
what is called "Fort Hollywood,"
a rugged 'terrain some 25 miles
north of the movie capital.
The musket-carrying colonials
have chased the British Redcoats
over this battlefield. The Gal's have
conquered Germany, Japan, Italy
and other assorted countries on the
dutsy plains.
Fort Hollywood really isn't a
fort, but an area called Calabasas,
"California.
It's a stretch of land in the San
Fernando Valley that movie directors use for the shooting of wars,
uprisings and revolutions.
The latest conflict to smear this
land is the United Nation's battle
against the Communists of North
Korea. This, of course, is for a
movie, MGM's "Battle Circus." It's
a story of the heroes and heroines
of the mobile Army surgical h
pital units.
A POUCE OFFICER admialsters blood plasma while walking
alongside
Humphrey Bogart plays a urthe stretcher hearing Mrs. Elizabeth Fraps, 44, as an ambulance
atgeon at the front while Jun Allytendant colliber into the hospital at Culver City, Calif. Mrs.
Fraps
son is the prettra Army nurse.
was reported to have attempted to take her own life by
firing
a
.22
Keenan Wynn is a hard- iled ser- caliber bullet
An expanding part of the American scene-the college campus.
into her chest but was unsuccessful Her 18-yea1'-old
geant. Today at the 4
ticn spot, daughter died from an overdose of sleeping pills.
(International)
Robert K. Merton and Ernest behind the rest of their sex in thr they trudge through t
same dust
Havemann, a former newspaper- matter of marriage. Only 69 oul and grime where Vi or McLaughman, spent almost two years in of 100 were married at the time lin, Edmund Low
and Dolores
surveying and studying the mass of the survey. This compared with Del Rio fought an loved in alVhat
collected.
of
out
100
data
87
of
for all women in the Price Glory" 27 ears ago.
By and large, these 9,064 gradu- United States.
That strang - looking modern
• • •
ates from 1,057 institutions were
flying mac
eu the helicopter,
HOWEVER, once married, like brings in
THERE ARE six million college happy in college and 98 per cent
e wounded from the
would
them
agent
of
go
they
said
the
male
graduate
graduates tin this country, and
the college Korean fr t for the film. And the
there are two million more on the And as a class they are success- woman usually stays married. Nine ship Ian
on Use same spot whereway. It is estimated that there ful, in that they earn more money out of 10 college women who were Renee
doree was dragged down
are -about one million additional -than most persons who did not go ever married are still living with the r d by an army truck as it
who attended college for one or to college.
their husbands, which compares carr
her lover, John Gilbert,
This is the situation from a job with eight out of 10 for all United of to the front for
two years, but, for one reason or
"The Big
another, 'failed to remain to be and salary standpoint. Median States women.
P ade" - a memorable silent
earnings of the male graduates at
gra•tunted.
Whatever the differences beoVie.
Should this trend continue, as it the time of the study was $4,689 tween women and men graduat
,Jet planes roar overhead and
gives every indication of doing. It a year, more than double that of whether married or unmarri .1 jeeps bounce over the roadways.
is agreed by all it will exert • all men in the United States, which they are almost unanimous 'in - But last year another movie comprofound influence on the social average was $2,200. In fact, col- agreeing that they would go back pany was using this spot. And'
at
lege men eara-assere mossoy aiseest to college If they Ised -ter
- status of this nation-as great
nr...._inue and _gra
1.7raccL:r.=
change as that resulting from an, Men--thiitTeAV6is theJob over again.
war troops marched by for the
the average man makes at
'evolution in history.
A surprisingly large percentage film, "The Red Badge of Courage."
*boys is as exterior slew of the new Pens State College experimenIs college education a success? the peak of his earning power.
felt that they went to college too , Foxholes dot the countryside
• • •
tal poultry house.
Is it Worth what it costs in time
young to appreciate the opportun- now. But years ago riots raged
THE STUDY reveal* that the ity offered them. To get the full among the
and money? Is it worth the sacriBy IRA MILLER
Removal of manure from the pit
rice paddies for the
Aces the remainder of the family male college graduate is more benefits some suggested ttitt the filming of an academy
has been simplified and made autoTorn Electrification Bureau
-award winmatic through the installation of •
SO often have to Make? Should likely to get married than the non- age when a student enters college ning picture, 'The
Too bad that the breakfast egg Isn't modified
Good Earth,"
version of a dairy barn gutyoung women as well as the young college man, and la more likely to should be 40!
starring Louise Ratner and Paul Wired for sound. If it were-and could ter cleaner.
A
stay married. A total of 85 per
men be sent to college?
What of politics? Using dia. Muni.
talk about the electrical doings in receives the scraper-type elevatot
droppings as they are
These questions. .which most rent of the male graduates were approval of the New Deal as a
For "Battle Circus," North Ko- today's modern poultry houses-the removed from the pit and carries
Morning newscast would appear dull them. into a
American parents have debated married, or four points above the yardstick. graduates in their rean foot
wagon alongside Use
soldiers are filmed toss- by comparison.
for the first time come close to figure for all American men.
forties are 71 per cent more con- ing hand grenades
building. Because most of the manure
into the uoOne
of
the
very
latest
of
such
struc- drops into
being- iliiteered in a comprehenThere were fewer divorces servative than the student just armed tents
of army hospital units. tures is a combination brooder and The house the pit, eggs stay cleaner.
is adequately ventilated
sive survey, 'Flop Went to Coll(ge, among college man. For every 100 graduated. Among those who gave
And, as the magic way of the layer house, developed by The Penn- by eight electric fans-four
in the
'of 1j,T164 graduates of 1,057 degree. men graduates who had ever mar- themselves a party label, Republl. movie
wars, many of the present sylvania State College. It Is 30 feet front part of the structure and four
granting institutions.
ried, 96 were still married and cans led Democrats by three tO enemy
wide
and
100
long.
feet
Thirty-three
at the rear.
troops in "Battle Circus"
This survey, made by a maga- living with their wives, compared two.
Chicks are brooded with electric
were the Nisei heroes of another hundred chicks can be started in it at
one time. Later, when the cockerels brooders over the pit. The screens
zine, was then tamed over to the with 89 out of 100 for all AmeriOne out of three graduates of movie "Go For
Broke."
are
removed,
It
Is
estimated
that
apColumbia Bureau of Applied Social can men.
over the pit are covered with buildall ages and income groups, it 11
The Chinese have had more than proximately 1,500 layers will remain. ing
paper to hold the litter. During Research. There Dr_ Patricia SalFor reasons which are not fully interesting to note in an election
their share of war in the battles The house faces due south, and is the brooding period waterers are
lounder the guidance of understood college Women lag far year, calls himself an Independent
of Calabasas. Another was • the "solar-oriented" to obtain the most cated over a narrow portion of the
Chinese rebellion staged on the sunlight and warmth in winter, pit so that any overflow will fall into
through 4 x 6 double-glass windows the pit instead of in the litter. After
same battlefield for "Dragon Seed,"
of special design. The windows stretch chicks are 8 weeks of age, the waterof Miss Ida Hagman, home manTypical are the followipe care, starring Katharine Hepburn
and across the front of the house, and ing trough is attached
above the
attenient specialist at the Univer- discussed at a DOOMS
Ell Walter Huston.
have retractable shades to keep the mash feeder line.
sity of Kentucky. With a floor plan Hart county, where miss Martha
"Battle Circus" will be complet- hot rays of the sun out in the sumThe installation of time switches
drawn to scale before her, she Jane Jones is home agent.
ed soon. But the smell of gun- mer. Windows at the rear of the provides for automatic control of
works out plans that will meet
house always are in the shade.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Gill asked powder will hardly fade
lights and the operation of feeders.
away beThe floor of the house consists of Their use enables farmers to follow
Help in Modernizing. remodeling the needs of the family and be help in remodeling their three- fore the roar
of gunfire will he two layers
of concrete separated with any desired lighting and feeding
otherwise
rebuilding farm stebesaving, convenient and prac- room house to include two bed- heard again.
or
Next month MGM • vapor barrier. A droppings pit 8 schedule
without spending valuable
tames is a service often re-quested tifal.
rooms, a bathroom and a utility will reeke another war movie.
feet wide by 10 Inches deep extends time away from other more producroom on first floor MISS flagmen "Take The High
Ground" on the almost the full length of the house. tive farm chores.
_3111•1111111WW:
suggested remodeling the kitchen, same 9aot.
Over the pit are 4 x 8-foot angle iron
The building is designed to proadding two bedrooms, a bathroom,
frames covered with 1 x 4-inch mesh vide maximum efficiency of operawire screen. A poultry utility unit tion for the farmer and his flock.
hall and utility room. The living TUBERCULOS
IS HOSPITALS
consisting of an,. automatic feeder. Cleaning of the house-and eggs-is
room
as to be made larger by MAY TRAIN INTERNES
'4-tier roosts, andwaterer is installed practically eliminated; adequate venincluding a porch. and a bedroom
KEEP DOCUMENTS AND VALUABLES
FRANKFORT. Ky. Sept. 15 - over the pit; 20 sectional nests are tilation keeps the birds in top conconverted into a combination din- Kentucky's six State
Tulaarculosia placed against the back wall. Feed is dition, and the new solar type design
ine room and den. A stoop was Hospitals have
been approved by moved through troughs which make provides facilities for controlling
added to the front of the house.
summer heat and winter cold.
the State Board of Health /or a complete circuit of the pit area.
Mrs. Ivan Vance, who had at- medical interneship
training, it
tended a housing clinic a y:ar was announced today by Executi”e
ago, brought her plan for revision. Director Joe 13.'Miller,
of tTI
Her house was modernized to in- State Tuberculosis Sanatoria
Cornclude a den, U-shaped kitchen, rnision.
utility room and bath.
The six hospitals-including the
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Vaughn re- Hazelwood Sanatorium and the
ceived help in planning a new five comparatively new instiutiae
how, -Miss Hagman submitted at Paris, Ashland. Glasgow. Ma,
plans and 'suggestions for them ,sonville and London-are
to study.
I eperatin gat full Capacity.

Poultry -House at Penn State Is
Something Farmeit Dream About

1 lelp Offered In
Remodeling Homes

SAFEpomFIRE!
/

Effective Monday Sept. 15

VICTOR
TREASURE
CHEST

Our bvsiness hours will be as follows •

VALUABLE PAPERS ARE MAYA-MT

SATURDAY

84E,

Office Supply Department

PA NY

LEDGER & TIMES
Office Supply Department
•••
• Post Binders
• Ledger Sheets, all sizes
• Columnar Pads, all sizes
• Mimeograph Paper, all sizes
• Second Sheets
• Carbon Sheets and Rolls
• Envelopes, all types
• Postal Scales
• Parker Pen and Pencil Sets
• Esterbrook Desk Pens
• Scotch Tape and Dispensers
• Blotters
• Waste Paper Baskets
• Letter Baskets
• Shipping Tags
• Portable Registers
• Register Tickets
• Staplers and Staples
• Adding Machine Rolls
• Office Chair Cushions, foam rubber
• Gueit Checks
'
iLetter Files
• File Folders
Note Book Binders
Date Stamps
Scratch Pads, all sizes
Rubber Stamps —
— Ink
Pencil Sharpeners
Rubber Cement
Paper Clips
Thumb Tacks
Ink Erasers
Rubber Bands
Index Cards
Typewriter Erasers
Pencils — all colors
Merchandise Tags
Index Files and Trays
Stationery
Numbering Machine Ink
Paper Punches
Paper Tape Dispensers
Shorthand Pads
Payroll Books
Desk Trays
Typewriter Ribbons
Marginal Rule Paper
Onion Skin Paper
Binder Covers
1-Time Carbons
Posture Chairs
Typewriters
Adding Machines
Filing Cabinets, 12 and 4 drawer
Cash Registers
• Check Writing Machines
• Addresserettes
• Desks and Executive
Chairs
• Folding Chairs
• Typewriters Tables
• Utility Cabinets

, CLOSED

These hours include all departments'

Ti We Don't Have What

EVIDENCE FROM SCIENTISTS In New Orleans, California, New York and
Chicago has all but definitely established that the woman at riga.
I Mrs. Mary Widen/old, Is the Mary Agnes Maroney who was kidnap
1930 when she was 2 years old. Note the reserphlaii
in Chicaaco
I between Mrs. McClelland and Mrs. Anastasia Maroney Miranti (left
of Tucson. Ariz., daughter of the Chicago Maroneya,
thderssotionot

t

YOUR FRIENDLY FORD DEALER

‘)

-Yrtin *ant

MURRAY lailiORS. Inc.

TODAYi

TIMES

THE DAILY

•••

•

THE tEDCER

IS WHAT YOU'LL FIND AT

p.m.

7

SUNDAYS

How oftep hove you contemplated putting your valuable papers
Ina safe deposit box ... yet hesitated because you probably
could not have immediate access to them when you needed them.
Here's your answer! The VICTOR TREASURE CHEST Is certifiecito
protect its contents for at least one hour from flames and hoot
reaching 1700'F. Handy for horn* or office, It' Is Instantly
accessible yet provides 24-hour a day protection from fire Eat
your letters, papers, jewelry or other prized possessions.: INVESTIGATE THIS ECONOMY IN RECORD INSURANCE
SEE IT ON DISPLAY AT:

untaiurdser-notice:

MONDAY.FRIDAY . . . . 7 a.m.-40 p.m.

—ALWAYS PROTECTED ... lipte ea you% 404el
r,

,

1741IDNAPING ALL BUT SOLVED

•

k.

of

••••••••-•••••+•

•

--

605 West Main"

We'll Get It For You

Phone 170

Murray, Ky.

•••-•••

•
•

•

•.•

•
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•••
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•
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•

•
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WOMEN'S PAGE Club News Activities

1

Jo Burkeen, Editor...Phone 55 or 11501K

HOW TO BECOME POPULAR IN NAVY

Better Not To

By

United Press
Sometimes it's'better not to look
into the past.
United Press Reporter Harmon
Nichols is sure of that, now that
he's compared food prices then and
now.
Nichols says when he was a
child, his mother used to give
him a few cents an/I send him off
to the butcher shop to buy enough
steak for four. In those days. the
butcher threw in a generous slice
of liver--for the can--without
charge.
-• - -Now filet Mignon comes at one
dollar and 75 cents per pound and
up. And liver sells far as much
as one dollar and 95 cents a pound.
In the old days he remembers,
food wasn't much of a problem.
Mom canned enough vegetables
and fruit from the garden to last
through the winter, meat was cured and stored away in the smoke
house.

•

St! Special Meeting Is

Ala

Hell By Missionary

Music Department.To Hold Dinner

Fall Designers Devoting More Than The
Usual .4mount of Attention To Waistline

"
Society Thursday
ileeting Tonight
.
.Thre-Ntuna's Missionary Societe- t.The% Music Department ot . the
.
worst
All or without a belt.
BY Gay Paide7
the
Kirksey
of
A girl had better look to her Others have diagonal or side
Baptist
Cneirch
Murray
met
Woman's Club will have
in
but.
Thursday
waistline,
at
the
conic
church
for
fall
a
dinner
d
tons
meeting Tuesday evening
from neck to hemline.
rho
special day of praeer far state MIS- at the club house. according to an
Designers are devoting more
Unit
epre
B. H. Wagge features coat dresaes
awns.
than the uusal amount of attest. to peptrery tweeds. They haee narfort
th
, announcement by the officers.
Mrs. R. W. Blakley. program, This will be the first meeting of lion to the midriff this season. and row lapels and princess lines, with
aye town.
- brao----egiategs osehainteare. Iretethe anaa- nrrie isemann.lesee raw. club - yea e
and all Mem- there's hardly a style - leadee who narrow leathei belts 'which can
and Mrs. -Marie Tucker led the hers &c urged to attend by the ca•iesn't use a cummerbund some- be added.
gibs in nni
•
influx
aft,moonik:S3:1.1S1. The group ddo,- department chairman, Mrs. Harold where in her collection.
are
Tiny Wanted Leek
One red jersey daytime lrees.
mused "Mission Work the Baptists _Glenn Dorae.
rare
the 'Iat
Even when skirts are fall, boAre Doing In Kentucky.a
Son:
Tummy Doran who attendedthe designed by Nettie Rasenst sin. has
dices f.t snugly to give that tinyse , girl; i
.Spesial prayera we .offered for Egyptian Music Camp at Duquoin. ' a build-in cummerbund of blackre
j
waisted
lock. There are plenty of
college
the musionary workers of the Ili_ in June will present a piano jersey. The same designer shows
$
a purple cummerbund on a black i intricately draped skirts with new
Mate.
specia:
es
peogram following the dinner.
The Gina' Auxiliary gave a very , Hostesses. oil! be Mrs. Harlan crepe knifed-pleated dress. H,er , names like tulip skirts, petal skins
"yield c
is
✓ie
interesting program en mrssions Hades':a Mrs. Orval Austin, Mrs. pleated dresses have new elan and sea shell skirts.. Man
to" atti in the afternoon. A chain of prayer Reber: Miller and Mrs. it L. Wade. rines too. The pleats that circle Charles James has come up with
a siihouette he calls the "bugle".
'carrel
was coaducted by members of the
...
athe skirt are caught on a band just
auxiliery, Those ,n the prograr. :
right
pbeve the knee so that the iiiit Lit hugs the figure. then flares
slishtly just above the knees.
are iii
'
herry Home To Be.'
were Miss .Maxine Jones, Miss Rio.; C
lcutlines the hips. then flares slightJemes shows the "bugle" in both
bar.i W:sher, Mess Darryl:1i Trease I
below
the
knees.
Scene Dorcas lice:
iv
a white lace short formal and a
and Mies Kay Tucker.
Joe
Coat dresses are another perMrs. Chive: Cherry wilnopen her
tong black velvet skirt wita
m! at
•Anirpecial offering e-as taken ta h.ane at 526
ennial
favorite
v,hich
will
be
warn
South. Sixth Street
straplees blue taffeta top.
He. a help carry on the mission work
in for the. m • U I • meetine ( the4this fall in a variety ef fabrtcs.
Basic black crepe dressas, which
Kentucke.
mecha
Maras Class of the First Baptut from tweed to metallic silks. Many Used to be the backbone
of every
• •
.11211r •
are cut with princess lines. to De
Church,
woman's dress wardrobe. are fealu
ME DIDN'T WANT to. go to Washington and "have all Num gvya fall
Church
To be held tonight at
are
Mrs. Buffington Is
tured again this tall after being out for a big formation
Mn
lust to see me get a medal." Alfred D. Troraseven-thirty o'clock.
eclipsed fur Years by taffetas, ha- bly, 21, wrote
the U. S. Navy, asking that his Navy Cross for heroism
tembe
Honoree At Shower
The devotion will be given by
les and brocades. There are eta!
be mailed to him. Here he's shown reading ble citation In Troy. N. 7.,
Mrs. George lapchurch. An election
plenty of the crisp silks, but home
"'di
At Nichols
'Home
*laugh
with his wife Ann, who holds their 5 week-old baby, Nadine
Mr. and Mrs. Russ,:: !nips have pebbly black crepe dres
of office
will be head
with
Marie. Trombly, serving as a Navy medic %%lib a U. S. Marine regi-.=,..n
.
Group. 'our. Mrs. Joe Pat Ward. been-visiting in the home of her softly draped necklines are
Mrs. Eddie Buffington. was the
equal. ment, risked his life to save two wounded comrades during Ogbtina
-...-1 honoree at a iniscellar.eons show- ceptain. will be in charge of the parents. Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Miter. 14' prominent.
June 8, 1951, in east central Korea.
(international doultdphoto)
Mr. Phelps has just reieenny been
oar given in the home of Mrs. Tel- arrangements.
Jane Derby uses black crepe for
madge Nichols an 'Saturday vieMrs. G. T. Lilly. president, urges discharged from the Army after an afternoon dregs with a square
having been stationed at Fort neckline and a deep flounce
rang.
,..,Ste members
attend.
around
Knox. Both Mr. and Mrs. Phelps the bottom of the skirt
The honoree is the forreir Miss
Home Freezer Not
Social Calendar
will teach at Tunica. Miss., this
Carolyn Gartner-. The couple ....,
Designer Ben Rent wraps a corN
'
ation
'
s
Meant
To Be Place
a.
year.
school
manned on August 23.
selet of black groigrain ribbon
.
—
• • •
Tuesday, September 16
Host ses ler the showier is-er..
around the waist of a blaek rayon For Storing Furs
Coittrollell By
The Christian Women's FellowMiss Beth Broach of Memphis, crepe dress. Another reed-slim
hal
Mrs. Mock Sparks. Mrs. Lelarea .
merican 11"omen
ship of the First Christian Church
lei
Term., spent the weekend with her crepe is cross-shirred from hign
Fetaer. Mn. Arnon Wens-and Mrs
... ,
....
By United Press •
.
will have a dinner meeting at
mi Wilburn Galther.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. W. H. midriff to hemline.
By tinted Press
That home freezer is not meant the church at six-thirty o'clock.
.
The Nichols' home eves deeereted, Contrary to popular opinion. erie .
The sweater-airtafeeling is strong
Braaah- ....
•••
B
•••
ebee,ezhaat with surainare tharai ;jai:, nen do net pectrol the nations •
In rrany collections. Mollie Parnis for. your mink.
•
ea...
The department of agriculture
The Music Department of the
SC J. Pitmanaleft Friday, night gives a sweafta-cut to daytime.
rareemente. The coear a. herne of 1 purse '•••ngliA' .. yellow, -and green
was used. The i - This_ is the word from the mite- for Fredericksburg. Va.. where. wooltms. and even pin-tucxs taffeta suggests you forget about using Murray Woman's Club will have
dining table_evas ese i• ta id with a • trite of. life irisurance. which quotes he is a member of the faculty at into a sweater fate fir the top of the -horn cold storose plant as a dinner meeting. at the -club
a Dark:ng place for fur coals, ny- house.
crocheted ante and acid ..., its -cen- i a.„ couple of eccnemic studies .to Mary Washington College.
afternoon and evening drasses.
•••
• ••
lons, and winter clothes. .
UTPILVe a .ptincb tea: siiie vended exPhade
Halter Neckline
the myth that women conThe department' says it's been
by yellow chrysanthenoless eel tiel the weenie.
Mrs. Earl Harrison of Sen AnThere's a trend toward covenng
The Woman's Mustonary Society
1 One study . was merle by the tonio, Texas. has been the gest up in the fall evening fasaieete. flooded with questions about home"
greenery.
of. the First Baptist Church will
Appraximatz.4. incenty_five •- pee. i Brookings Institute of
Washington. of her mother. Mrs. Lion Koran, Not that taro shoulders have teen freezing wardrobes. either to. proher sister.. Mrs. Ivan Moore. and decreed old:fashioned. Hot they're tect Ihem ilsorn moths, or in athils hold its regular program meeting
were present, Cr seseet ions. ' 'IS .4Seawed about, as 171371Y"
me"
at three o'clock.
•••
. .
i as • men ...ern stocks, bonds. Me her brother, Newell Kemp.
partially hidden kr etra_pa attached case .of nylon hosiery, to make at the church •
••
.
. I instinince .and' 'fusee sae- ii gs acstoles and intricate 'lattice' work.. them last aonger. •
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- WMS of the Memorial Baptist
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of Memphis. Tenn.
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Practice

In Home Furniture
By United Press
Camouflage is becoming common practice in the home. Last
month it was • refrigerator finished to look like a piece of living or bedroom furniture. Now,
it's a steel kitchen cabinet finished to look like any one of several
wood!.
The Cabinets come In a wide
range of wood grain finishes-in'
eludingmaple, oak, birch, cherry
and pine. Or the firm will cute
tom-finish to resemble such woods
as red or blonde mahogany. ebony,
Amerseem eivainut-The maker says the finish is
designed for those horns-makers
who want the mellow look of wood
with the durability of steel.
You also can re-do the old. refrigerator-with a new enamel on
the market. The enamel comes in
white-but you just make it the
color you wish by adding a but of
any pure oil color. The maker says
the enamel1 has less luster than
most other refrigerator finish*.
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promise to make their week the
most super closoal week in the
year-eventually.
Promoting
model's meek are
three Washington models-Julie
Sliadel, Anne Hinson and Marjabelle Young.

Camouflage Now

7'0 .1/fret
sop

.,_,

week-and national model week. •
The girls who show off dresses,
hats, gloves and so on say they
don't mind being thrown in with
the horses and the folks who know
how to sit straight. And, they

• • •

merican
.--i gains:

I '

land. It's, among other things. National save a horse week, posture

litil1TY

I

i ealth

By United Press
The week of Octobee 13 promises to be a busy one around the

The girls say they hope to talk
Secretary of Commerce Sawyer into presenting a scroll to somebody
or other in behalf of all modelsonce the week rolls ?round.
They're also talking about calling in some government big-wigs
and getting them to say nice things
Now. says Nicnois, most of our about models.
And, Myr Miss Young, threes
grub is "store-bought," as they said
the., and at what prices! In the talk of getting the department
vegetable department-Nwhols re. stores to pick their best models and
ports-ear corn sells at from 25 to run ads in the papers-ads plug29 cents for four ears. Onions are ging national model week.
two pounds fee 21 cents, and lettuce is 19 cents a pound. Cabbage
is two pounds for a quarter. Bacon is up to 78 cents, plain old
chuck beef goes for 65 cents a
pound and lamb chops cost about
one dollar and 72 cents a pound.
Says Nichols. "it's better not to
TODAY & WED.
look into the past."
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36-Merry-song
e
9:15
Frolics
Pietertime
6. V".2
so
Said. "I can't name names the hergaire"
57-Symbol fee
quired for construction have been 12:30
614
he looked forward to it Not toe4
Church
of
930
Christ
Plattertime
niekel
wasp though you know Pro not lie asked after a moment. "You night
started at the- Gallatin SttA3111 12:45 Lunch.
52-•1!nro
oked
on
Music
9:45
The Scrapbook
es
67
ping." Ffe andled, hut his eyes believe that the end justifies the
thought, climbing her stairs,
Plant site and are continuing at
town
100 All Star to 1:45
10:00 Quiz Stew
41-Falsehood
anxious. "Ill put It as simply inesats It's as
he had no plan to see me,
the John Sevier Steam plant site.
a
1:45
61-Sh
ut
Here's
up
sz
to
She
Vets
10:45
cried.
Quiz Show
"Of
course, and you except casually or by chance.
can Tofi know that tor some
- Work on the design for 50th
Of
CT-Sy mt.! for
2:00 News
10:30 Listeners Request
We have been trying to raise wouto too, If you weren't so-" course, Sunday's standing there,
sodluin
Gelatin
and
John. Semler is pro- 2:05 Mune for You
Mile In la.. Imler....•••• Ye.
5- Brother or
10:45 Listeners Request
y to alter the eymensium, She Stopped. "1 was going to say. towering above mest people, as
gressint
Odin
2:14 Music for You
e have been generous. as they 'Inhuman. But you aren't, 1 icreav they stopped to speak of the ser11:00 Sign Off
NANCY
vs are, hut there wait one per. that. Only what difference does it mon, the weather, answered and
upon whom I relied to con' make what this -this person is asked iltiestiees. On Sunday he
By Ernie Bushmiller
like,
or
why
she
gives
the money? would look down at her and say.
te a considerable sum. . ."
I HEARD THAT THE
T-L
Lots of people are like that, they "Hello, Connie."
I GUESS HE'S
e. Murchison. she thought: he give
befall/le it makes them feel
4
COLOR GRREN IS
A sense of doom closed over
n't bee so cautious. But her good .
GOING- TO
. "
her, like a dark sea. She fought
ii and feet were cold,
VERY RESTFUL TO
MY EYES FEEL
she felt
"That's the wrong word; not against it; she
THE
PARK
was
a
strong
v with the weight of her dise good. Connie.
powerful."
THE EYES
TIRED TODAY
swimmer. '
10 LOOK AT
Mtn:lent. her sense of Imes
She said. "1 suppose I'm stupid,
Reaching his house, Pale let
re an idiot, she told herself. Paul. The
THE GRASS
whole Deng lust deesn t himself in and went up to his
bed's tomorrow..,all in good make sense
to me" And because room. - Mrs. Eagle Mid
left the
it • truly did not, because she was sheaf of
telephone messages on
he did not wish to name Odin burdened with her sense of his bedside
1
1
table. There were calls
s, she would not. She looked failure, feeling let down, and de- fnein
Nichols, Olmsted and Rogez
m directly, without exprer- spising hersetf ftsr It, she went on Tarrand.
from Sinion Adonis; alsc
blindly, "1 supose you're arguing a message trot
, his father, anc
ell. do go on." she 'aid with that this woman is unchristian In those from Jot: one from the
I. nee she did nnt feeL she her dealings with other people choinmuster. Mrs. Alder had teley no stretch of the am:gine-- But who's to punish her. Print."
phoned to say that the little boy
interested in this reettal- oh. thought you spoke of a higher was nnech better, thank yolt. Igg.
•••
agy other Wale, but not now! anthem y."
Fanning heti stopped by about
He flushed and said. "1-eieve her ten tieBielt.
Was In no hurry to hear it,
Lhai 'ft'? f
He would think '
impatience yens there: .44 to heaven' . . .
,bout all these
thing tb do with gymnast. quote a scouter writer non. you things tomorrow, Including X.gaes
May have observed."
the instigator of the mesABB1E an' Sail
She said, "F'rom my point of sages from three of
,
the nortol.
VV. "The -shall we
Reeburn Van Bran
view. yet" that's it, Paul. You
Ile' sat on the edge of his bed.
•
•t is, 1 -am forced to aoret,
didn't, of couroe, ask my opinion." not slimmed forWard
v.rv1 (CHOKE')
nor in an
an. I new bet recently. She
_
"Oh yes. I (hole he said lie felt attitude of fatigue.
'OM!:
BUN JILTED.'
Hi& body WS;
e a_check: it wee mere than bereft
A LITTLE MOkE OF THE PINSEY
-ICSS Te.E Peek
and lonely. Yet he had ex- not 'fatigued. it was..4machine
for, Connie. And I re- pected this.
it:GH
BAIT--•
METHOD
5EASQN
OF
which functioned perfecUy. But
it to her."
lie beckoned the waiter, and his mind watt tired and
WITH MOONLI&HT--MAAIN& AND
his spirit.
interest was caught now. said, eSuppise we go on to Jon's?"
)
M'JSIC -PLUS A HELPIf he had undertaken any other
(CHUCK
LE) TI.4E
A above her disappointment
They erriaa_avallc there wieldy,- profession, And for
DELECTABLE
a time, In
"( LESE,FRILri FEMALE
d m st' It. tumiltntion. She through the fine night. She risked. school
and college it had seemed
BECKY
AND
WILL
SLATS
blankly. "VVhy?"
as they did so, "I've made you that he might- there would
have
BE MINE
SCRAPPLE ISherd to explain," he an - angry. 7"
been no choice and nothing melts
(C
-'ASP
"No. Connie."
v., eerily. "It's that she gives
.
heart save Connie. She would be a
"Well, then, nee- disappointed wonderful wife for
e hands end not the heart
any man .
watteesed a scene
doctor. Sawyer, engineer, beiginess
-Perheps" lie laughed shortly executive: she would,
Ii she- was maliciously tinand dirt"
t, o re eon e ell° had no "Maybe it's vanity," he Naltl. know- recognize the 1111portstner-ett idening et was not. "but a man likes to tifying herself with a
el%
of self -defence."
rean's work
nearisormeone say, 'weli done An
But she could , never identlfe:
aited. nnd (Willie thought
me navy custom." he added.
herself with his work: there unit4
epyeettle Marrow woman.
She *aid. "1 %sax hohest. Paul:* Woltti cease With the (reward
se, !she eine stand up'for
"Yes
snow. You always are. serohlance. the apeearnnee,:the
.4
Telef.
soWhy mist he he so -en
And the last thing I would want called ditties •
!mete\ ard. why .,can't he
L11.'
APNER
is to have you agree with me in
The
living
core
of
;Ms work lay,
it eteth it 7n
°eller to- keep -the peace, and to not in these duties. but
in himSold, 1 don't under:nand,
By Al Capp
please me"
eta, in his convirtions. in attt- SO LAN= P.:.STOYIN.
m sorry."
HERE.'S A NICKEL, ,
She said. "I hope there won't be tudes of mind, heart
DR LANCE recESCrfL:j
and sierit.
• Nerall-E
me. I couldn't take it. I trouble
SONNY
IS W.V.:
about this
1rand in the knowledge of the
HAIN'T vERY
r so., 1 tied her site could
"There is:nine e Ile th,eight that awareness of God, the
•
s
VERY
you,
BOY,
FOR
IlFtINGIrsiG
vitalizing,
y her way to hetivan, nor by now Agatha
DOPOOLAR.f.•
had probably tete- revitalizing faith, the conventu
HAPP`i
ff
-„or
ME
sucp-i GOOD NEWS-a!!
u of
s.lege of 4w:beating and Wiener! n number
or peeple. cer• genre, the Inevitability of secrifirg there eieoertre'2- he hens- Dimly she had
Called Nicholas nal &Cotton, Without cempremise. 'tinder 'ohligat ion hi .her." Olmsted and
Roger Terrance.
. This was the pulee of hig mini -try
, you- 4ida.tr•
YAK!'
of messages for him when he re- and its life; and his ministry
could
• cc fly did."
turned norne
V
net Include Connie Mershall.
haprered?" 4)C. 111110‘11.
••
She/ toy atter, he took Connie .
tool: the 'small Bible from
!ng. "See
warren-me f'.1 home. 1 tva: went by hue, sitting thetnble
, and FM-111` of the messP., I went striae."
side by side, not talking much, ex- ages fell to the floor, si.ps
of
e said 'after a minute."You cept about serteee things.
raper marked, vvithe Mrs. leneleex
ir temper."
When they reached' her house. curiously grade-mind handwriting.
ed hot to: I -Connie. I Paul went sip the stripe with
Con- He turned to'!afetthew 5:22 rnd
se my trmere."
nie, pressed the button: the door read the words with concentr
ation,
aid. SThere will be terser- clicked, he held It open with his although he.hrid
demenxtrated bow
•
shonkler: niel took her hand well te• knew them. Yes, this
he
e silence up her hnnilting Thanks, Connie
: Good night, mei believed: and . now •thought, "and
kod at it intently She out de,er."
having done all.. fel stnnd."
•
and said, "You can apolIt was not special, the endear(To Dr Coutinftri
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1 model week. '
sow off dreeses,
so on say they
thrown in with
folks who know
ght. And, they
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IT'S \FE.E.1
THAT -BACK--TO-SCHOOL WA. - 'BE Expedition
Properly-F. d Shoes Are of Greatest Importance ts Planned

St

r

So

ir

By United Press
Ope of the .most comprehensive
oceanographic expeditions in history will sail next month from the
French Mediterranean port of
Toulon on a four-year cruise.
It • will be sponsored- bar -the
French Academy. of Sciences with
the support of the Unite4 States '
Navy and the National Geographic
Society in Washington Head of the
eXpeditiop will be Capta n Jacques.
yes Cousteau. iiiventer of the
aqualung, a device which enables divers
to plunee deep into the sea
without heavy diving suits.
The'former minesweeper "Calypso" will be the expedition's ship
and Captain Cousteau and his
crew will sail all the way around
the world making underseas photographs of morine life.
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Proper shoe ft is o hey to grow mg up on sound feet. Growing feet must be measured each time you buy new
shoes Shoes must be wide enough opt le creme tis• feet end fellow 34-inch between longest to* and she* tip.
ay SANFORD MARKET
hara-wood mem-Item of to-tar.
e
at and may cause weak feet
liaettea Kspecially for Cu etre! I' The need for proper fitting and
eentually fiat feet.
Pre, raid Tess Scvespapt r
.• Leather Industries stated
!proper type saaes is also evident
Tina MAY BE the **machine . in the,fact that there are 26 bones toile the ideal sh. • for all-around
age.' but the back-tceschool move- . in each foot of deleate. complex school 'a nd play rear "is a laced
merit is still dependent on the two ete„tate and „elect to thousands alla.eather oxford." since the suppie !tether upper and resilient
sturdy feet that take our nationai—a4 rounds of pressuredaily.
youth to and around their class, i Ts be remembered. -tom is the leather soles provide adequate suprooms.port
as well as permit free circufact that the bones of the foot
lation of air, andevaporatdre
,
of
Health authorities declare that are not fully developed until about-,
moisture through the natural fibers
the proper fit and type shoes are the a?a of 20. and that chalreres
grow raputy
1,,e in. 1 of the leather.
and will
prime considerations for stunt.'
- . -red by shoes that are too lam , Shoe manufacturers as well as
feet, Yet. foot specialists „am
health authorities eay there are
that at 'east 60 per cent-of Amer- -al se heavy that they restrict •
many. aifferent sty:, e of shoes that
lea's chitiren will return to school fr., loin oferr.ovement.
can be worn by the child apd not
this autumn in shoes that are haA' nationwide pervey of pedia-I
make for prorer fitting, but
ble to cause permanent injury to 'esti; and ehiropeliet-s. as reported eonly
, eer excellent styling and appear.
their feet before next aurrire.er va- ay the Leather Industries of Amer- '
,oation rolls arour.d.
:ea. disclosed that there are three ,
ALsb, there are three simple
Doctors also point out that 90 main reasons Tor many famat ai:.i
that ,.
. , room
' followed in pur_
per cent of our ir.fants are born al.eata. eilaeing t.. a: fer shoes. They
_Lee tfeepeattaLketa_tbaleve ruin oire a_Mhese )sre..._ the fittAng ... •_.,',1•11,
..t- are •
.
,
.4 airroe-rian emeetme re shoes ameard.
I-a-arifionize a reliable store
early adolescence by our- failure _.ed by 0: :er brethers and sister. ...those Clerks are trained
to fit
, to previde youngsters with pzoper the wedeselead use of snealleis f e• chikiren*s feet. You
can not detype shoes
everyday use, and tied utta the rend on the child's reaction since
•The Barefoot Boy.
' of a'John I use of-sneakers is the lack of.pub- many children will say any shoe
'Greenleaf Whittier* time had far lic educalion regarding the tiara{ fits to speed the aisle.
less to worry about when he trod gels of v:eating shoes with ma. 1 2—Never L-:: shoes without a
barefoot - across ratureet. green !permeable eriaterials.
l fitting. Do net . Arne your child's
grass and coinforting soil. But. feel According to tile survey. shoes feet are the r
e e.ze -or • half.
the child running on hard pave,
a mold to the centturs of the in- size lar•Irr. •F : taffer with dd.
Merits: climbing up and down con- , divelual foot, and since naTwo feet furent individua -.
erste-arid-lien-stairs. and playing ' are exactly ilike, hand-rreolowns l 3—Examine the construction, of
games on bricks, shoe* are both ten only leaa to trouble.' .•
1 the shoe. Do not be hurried and
indisper.sable support and shock
Sr:eakers, added the survey, do make sure fit and construction are
absorbers against t.he concrete ant, not permed, oimeer -distribution
what are best for }our child.

4

The American Chemical Society's
annual convention. meeting ml
Atlantic City, has been informed POSTMASTER Jesse Donaldson in Washington holds a large sketch of the
that the number of colleem Mu- new "Women In the Armed Services" stamp which goes on sale Sept
dente specializing in chemistry hai 11, while around him are grouped the women of services represented.
S/Sgt.
fallen off by half.
From left: Seaman Apprentice Betty Faye Bradford, Wastes;
'Society president Edgar 'Britten Edda Force, U S. Marines; Airman 2/c Rose Silvestri, VVAF; Sgt.
said this shortage of new chemists Suzanne McKeever. VI/AC. Defense photo.
International SoundPao(0)
may be a serious blow to the
nation's economy.
Among the new chemical chscoaeries reported at the eonvention is a dye which makes cloths
water repellent. Discovered a:cidentally in laboratories at Michigan State college, the new dye
increases the water repellency of
wool 60 times and that of cotton
12 times. Moreover, it keeps the
cloth water repellent after it is
dry-cleaned. However, the new
dye cannot be generally adopted
for clothing unless new dry cleaning techniques are Used..

Aimmommommii.
TEXACO FUEL OIL
Distributed By

Burton. Young
Telephone 208

Read The .edger & Times Classifieds
•

Vice Probe Reaches

of

Natural Bridge
CAFTCA1 Park Is Open
Through Month

NEPAL KING VISI1S
•

will be in Frankfort.
Fox is • graduate of the Univerailfy or PC- ntuCky with a materor
. accounting. ate is . a native of
Guthiee, Ky., is married and hat
-Two .promotions to executivn two children.
.posittons "tri - the state office of
Knight formerly was manager (if
the Division of Parks in Frank- the Ritz hotel at Paducah, and
fort ve.r.. announced today by was assistant manager of .1 hotel
Ceptervatien Cemmiseionec Hemy in St. I.ouis when he became
Ward.
superintendent at Kentucky Darn
Edward V. Fox was named as- Vilage. Mrs. Knight has been a
sistant director in charge of opera- special writer for the Padecallai
tions. personnel and budgeting. Sun-Democrat.
"The development of our state
For Abe last year he has been
superintendent of operations of thm parks has been siMrapid that there
division, and prior to that was bus- is additional need for. businessiness manager at Kentucky Dam like methods in their administraVillage. Gilbertevilhe .
tion," Ward said. "Mr; Foaia and,
W. L. Knight., superintendent at Mr. Knight bring to their new
Kentucky Dam Village foe the positions a background r of knowImet two and a half year:. Was how and experience that emalifies
named assistant director of the them to aid in this development."
Mrs. Lucy L. Smith. Eminence,
state division, to be in charm: f
handling arrangements for • con- is director of the division of perks.
ventions and other off-season meet- Joseph' Schneider is another asings at state parks and to assist sistant director, in charge of purin supervising other details of chasing and iclinkfoit office per.
park operations. His headquarters tonal.

Promotions Are
Announced

STAMP HONORS SERVICEWOMEN
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Neturel Bridge State Park, near
' "Steele. will remain open with full
guest faceetirs uneil• Nov. 1, Henry
Werd. commtesionei of Conser..ation. announced - toda01
It will be the -second year that
(,verniiht and dining accommodaOen, have been available through
October Before last year the park
clovel those facilitial woh the
end 3f the summer season. •
The announcerrent means that
Kent.mity win' have four State
rFktr• prov,ding full accoramodaeons through next month. Cumre eland Falls. Kentucky Dam Village and Kenlake Hotel operate
•la
throughout the' year.
•
411
,
The other parks In the
sysem will continue to be open
bet wi:: not accommodate_ overregha guests after Oct. 1.
• Were. emphasized That. tile park
an the system is ever closed to
i
•
• the public and invited their tem
thrciugtout the year.
seealeler the nue- ber of visitor!'
e ill not 'suppert our providing
all facilities _the year mound, the
parks are always 'open for those
who want to upe them. Picnic
reueds arc always "pen and ".he
parks that heve messetarns opiate
,luring the fall liairWinter."
, a :in'
rr arc rip acimvssion ir pie.ieking fees at any of- -the, *state

NEWEST fltlefite drawn into New
York's vice investigation Is 22year-old Margaret Cordova, "wind
Us Chicago. A red-head. she WWI
identified as a model. was picked
up on request of New York die.
'riot attorney.
finfernatiossedIJ
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EM has an automobile received
N
a finer tribute than that accorded
the Nash Ambassador by MECHAN I X
ILLUSTRATED
Cahill, outstanding

car

Tom Mcexpert.

Tom McCahill tests all makes ofcars
—200 different models in the past six
years, He puts them through back-breaking grinds, testing performance
and handling. His impartial findings
prove the outstanding value of Nash.
He writes:

-

"The finest shock-proof ride in the
world today. best bump-leveler."
The extra strength and safety of Airflyte Construction, the balance of
Airflex Sippension, all contribute to
this unmatched Nash riding comfort.

BY RANKING RUSSIANS
1

'Jr
Ti)

ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE, SEPTEMBER, 1952, ISSUE

"Acre-per-dollar bargain."
Here are,the widest seats of any car.
Even plentrof space for big Twin
Beds and Airliner Reclining Seats.

"Among the best performing cars."
In the "Grand Prix d'Endurance" at,Le
Mans, Forney. the Nash Super Jetfire
engine powered the Nash entry to the
,top spot of all Arrisican cart
"In hiff-cfindoing,rsecand to netne.'..
The Ambassador was the only overdrive-equipped car to take McCafiiIt's
"test hill" in high—proof ofSuperJet',
fire power.

FREE

ri:stAgsrviliveiru

"By for the best Nash has cm*,
offered, and that's saying a lot."
Nash Airflytes are the first American
cars styled by Pinin Farina, whom
McCall-HI calls the "Rembrandt of
automobile design."

e
livre
4014
r/Clit

roo4y

Visit your Nash dealer and ge.
.
t your
free reprint copy of Tom MtCahill's
informative article. And see all three. .
great Nash Airflytes —the Ambassador,
Statesman and RambIrr—rhe, world's
most beautiful cars. One ride and yes
will agree with Tom McCohal.
—
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NuC Ihefors, fOr. NeaCitelylkehrt Corp*
°omit 32, 2.144.
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cuiv.ssomi Lilly Christine has all

ThiCKE YOUR OWN "ROAD TIST" AT YOUR ItaAA,,
DEALER'S

this to show as a candidate la
--Hollywood to play Sheens', • eort
of female Tarzan The producers
say, ''All she has to do Is move
like a leopard, swim like a fish,
hug lace a bear and have an eye.
HIGH RANKING Soviet officials walk veth a dee'imaen of.Chinese Communists on arrival of the Chinese In popping figure." Well, she's sure
Moscow for top level conferences. From I,Itartusemn. liereign Minister Anerer Viatensky (medals), A. 1 got at least one of those require/intern
natioal) ments. Incidentally, there
Stii Che.
Makipan, N. A_. Bulganin. V. M Weenie, China Foreign Minister Caou En Lai, ,--are
___n—
—
other candidates, (international/

17h

"Yowl have to go a long way -to heat the Ambassador."— NUM
Direct ,APash Factory Dealer

PARKER MOTERS
7th and Main St.

,
•

.-
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THIS IS THE VERDICT OF THE NATION'S LEADING IMPARTIAL MOTOR CAR EXPERT AS REPORTED IN MECHANIX

, kit
KING TRISNLIV4,4 or Of r el
ett.•
listia s sho.n with In • • erre Mr oi
New—Le I e airrort
I'
ai
s
.
JOire71--har,is C- Our(
.1.h41 p.m'a at the airpert

JeliKAMIAtadO/Z.
"The Finest Shock-Proof Ride
In the World Today!"
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